
A ROSE FOR EMILY SYMBOLISM OF THE ROSE ESSAY

Symbolism in literature is using an object to portray a different, deeper meaning in a story. In William Faulknerâ€™s,
â€œA Rose for Emily,â€• there are multiple examples of symbolism that occur throughout the story. Symbolism that
â€œA Rose for Emilyâ€• displays is Miss Emilyâ€™s taxes.

The issue of racism also runs throughout the story. Even these symbols are open to interpretation; they are the
heart and soul of the story. The Old South is becoming the new South and she cannot move forward. Through
lack of attention, the house has deteriorated from a beautiful estate, to an ugly desolate shack. It also
represented death because of what she did to her husband. Homer Barron was her love and a secret to Miss
Emily. A man, who never graduated from high school, has never earned a college degree, has lived in a small
province, in a state of America's poorest country, and in a poor family has written a series of successful work
brilliant He has never ranked higher than his real stature in the realm of literature, but Faulkner is an American
giant. Faulkner uses symbols throughout the story to cloak an almost allegorical correlation to the
reconstruction period of the South. The house represented death and a prison because Miss Emily wouldn't go
out just the mate would go out for the groceries and just come back. She refused to believe that the times were
changing and refused to change into the new society. Symbolism in literature is commonly used to bind the
attributes of an object with various segments of a story to provide the reader with a deeper understanding and
sometimes hidden meaning. There are many things that symbolize one thing or another. Place An Order The
mysterious Emily is buried at the very beginning of the story. The Old South is becoming the new South and
she cannot move forward. Both Abner Snopes, a rebellious sharecropper, and Emily Grierson, an unmarried
woman from a prominent family, are isolated from their respective communities, and both find themselves in a
kind of societal limbo. The special symbolism of this story is associated with the period of history when the
story takes place. Symbolism is the integral factor involved in understanding the theme. Some of these
symbols include Emily's house, her hair, her clothing, and even the "rose" that is brought in the story. This
short story contains a high rate of symbolism, which is thoroughly distributed and revealed throughout the
entire story. In some stories, Negroes sometimes represent death. English Essays. The main character in the
story, Emily Grierson, has a tendency to cling to the past and has a reluctance to be independent. Some of the
symbolism was blatant while some was vague and disguised. The story ends on a surprising note, but one for
which the reader is not totally unprepared. Symbols are sometimes complex and contain both literal and
figurative significance. A rose for emily characterization Essay Words 2 Pages Characterization refers to the
techniques a writer uses to develop characters. He expresses the content of her character through physical
description, through her actions, words, and feelings, through a narrator's direct comments about the
character's nature, and through the actions, words, and feelings, of other characters. The use of symbolism can
also hint the reader of something that will happen in the future. Faulkner usessymbols throughout the story to
cloak an almost allegorical correlation to thereconstruction period of the South. One technique commonly
found in literature is the use of images and symbols. Even these symbols are open to interpretation; they are
the heart and soul of the story. Symbolism is very prominent throughout the story, and plays one of the biggest
roles in the underlying meaning of the entire story. Faulkner best uses characterization to examine the theme
of the story, too much pride can end in homicidal madness. While the literalmeaning of Faulkner's story
implies many different conclusions, it is primarilythe psychological and symbolic aspects which give the story
meaning. While discussing any narrative text it is crucial to mention the implied author of a text Iona and
Emily spent their entire lives searching for fulfillment. Faulkner uses symbols throughout the story to cloak an
almost allegorical correlation to the reconstruction period of the South. Symbolism is the integral factor
involved in understanding the theme. It is up to the reader to interpret the meaning of the symbols and their
significance to the story. Faulkner uses symbols throughout the story to cloak an almost allegorical correlation
to the reconstruction period of the South.


